March 15, 2018

Dear Nick,

That presentation seems pretty stressful. I mean, I have a hard time presenting in front of my classmates let alone the entire school, but I hope you did well. But your right, you have to get used to it at some point. I could also try and do the same thing you know getting used to presenting in front of other people. The internships you’re applying for should help with the experience with chemistry and biology. What are the drugs your hoping to make suppose to help with? BTW I appreciate the encouragement about doing what I want to do in the future. Congratulations on getting your future PhD. I want to say this now because I won’t get to say this in the future seeing as this is going to be the last letter I am sending to you.

Science class has been pretty fun lately. We have learned about light and sound. For the lesson on light it lasted for about a month. We did simulations, rotations, and pop quizzes like jeopardy. Fun fact light moves in waves and can be reflected, refracted, and absorbed. The sound lesson lasted for 3 weeks and we are taking the test next week. And it should be easy seeing the study guide I was giv’n contained similar questions on the test.

I know last time I did not have any questions to ask but I have a few now. An off-topic question not science but I am getting my hair died and I don’t know what color to pick. Since it’s starting to fade. Should I get blue or red again? Back on topic how can you create a new way to make a chemical compound? What science experiments did you enjoy doing throughout your life? Do you have any recommendations on books I should read?

Sincerely,

Arianna